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Life is one long series of compromises! Whether it’s compromising with one’s partner 
on holiday destination, or with one’s colleagues on priorities, or with one’s business 
partners on semantic standards, we all go through life making adjustments to our plans 
in order that we all rub along together and achieve our individual and collective goals.

For the software architect this spirit of compromise is an intrinsic part of the 
role. Unless you operate in a green field, you will be constantly compromising an 
ideal position in order to allow for life’s little realities such as a realistic product 
performance envelope, the existence of legacy systems and so on.

But there is an interesting question to which we need to apply ourselves, as to 
the reasonable limits of compromise. I heard a presentation from an end user 
organization a few months ago, and they explained how they spent considerable 
time and effort establishing an SOA for their CRM capability. Once they completed 
this they undertook a package acquisition exercise, and in the end they were pretty 
well mandated to adopt a leading package, even though it fell far short of their SOA 
requirements.

We recognize that for many organizations adoption of SOA principles will come 
as part of their vendor’s product upgrade and so this month we look at enterprise 
applications – SAP, Oracle etc. In some areas the vendors are making good attempts 
to deliver SOA. However it is quite obvious most of the leading vendors are making 
huge compromises, particularly in the area of legacy applications.

The vendors are in this difficult position where if they take a purist view of the 
architecture required, they will need to undertake considerable surgery on the core 
applications. And this may well cause many of their customers to decide the level 
of change is so high they can consider switching suppliers, or at least re-evaluating 
their relationship with the incumbent supplier. So almost without exception the 
vendors are addressing the transition to SOA by adding incremental functionality 
that bridges old and new, thus creating even more complexity for the long term.

The adoption of SOA by enterprise applications clearly raises many important 
questions for enterprise architects. Should they be embracing the vendor’s core 
architecture, or creating their own in order to maintain long term flexibility of 
supply. One of the conclusions we reach is that the major application vendors are 
all following a strategy of increasing the scope of their product with the intent to 
become a platform. The possibility of creating federated application architecture is a 
serious competitive threat for them, and they are making it as attractive as possible 
to standardize not just on one application supplier, but also the middleware that 
comes with it.

As the SOA transition occurs it is essential for customers to ensure they are not 
asleep at the switch as their vendors provide them with their long term architecture. 
Rather this is the point in time when enterprises should be re-evaluating the strategic 
nature of their relationship with application vendor(s), and the extent to which they 
want to remain in control of their architecture.

David Sprott CBDI, September 2004
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Enterprise Applications 
and SOA?

Most enterprises will start moving down the Service Oriented 
Architecture route because their enterprise applications take them 
in that direction. The leading application vendors are all talking the 
SOA story. But a closer look shows the vendors have very different 
ideas about what SOA is; the extent to which it will reduce the 
level of supplier lock-in that exists currently; and crucially how their 
customers will adopt it. In this report we examine the strategies 
of the dominant vendors Oracle, Peoplesoft, SAP and Siebel, plus 
comment on Microsoft activity in this area.

Introduction
All the major enterprise application vendors have embraced Service 
Oriented Architecture to some extent. The more cynical amongst us might 
suspect this is purely to catch the wave of interest in the topic, and to 
refresh marketing messages. But all the application vendors are in pretty 
much the same situation as their customers – they have large, complex and 
unwieldy application investments that do not easily respond to change. Like 
enterprises, the vendors also have dissatisfied customers, the only difference 
being that the vendors have lots more of them.

So understanding the performance of the application vendors is actually 
rather interesting from several points of view. Customers will be anxious 
to understand the vendor strategy because it will potentially have a major 
impact on their own strategy. Others who do not use enterprise applications 
will find it useful to look over the fence and assess the strategies, practices 
and patterns employed by (vendor) organizations that often have planet sized 
problems.

In assessing the application vendors support for SOA, we are not looking 
at this from the perspective of new acquisition selection criteria. Rather 
it’s about understanding how your existing suppliers are planning to make 
radical changes to your application portfolio, and what the impact will be 
upon your business – both in terms of continuing investment and your ability 
as a business to respond to change.

A recent survey found that while most of the application vendors have 
recovered from dire satisfaction ratings a couple of years ago, customers 
are increasingly prepared and willing to consider changing enterprise 
application suppliers. For example nearly 30% of SAP professionals who 

Market Analysis Report
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volunteered their opinions said they were more serious 
about considering SAP competitors this year.

So if you are considering a change, the critical question 
is what are your assessment criteria both for continuing 
with existing suppliers and how to assess potential 
replacement(s)?

In this report we shall commence by considering the 
vendors’ strategic options. We will then examine the 
status and progress of the major vendors, and make 
some assessments and comparisons.

SOA Strategy for Enterprise App Vendors
The vendors are heavily influenced by where their 
customers are. All vendors have what is known as a 
“version tail” – lots of customers on prior versions of 
products that have never been 
persuaded to upgrade to more 
recent versions. Not only does this 
represent a major maintenance 
problem, it is a competitive threat, 
because the cost for the customer 
to move to the latest version(s) is 
often not so different to switching 
to a new product.

So in determining architectural 
change, which is what SOA is, the 
issue is not just about the elegance of the end point 
solution, it is equally about the ease of getting there for 
the vendor and customer.

The migration question is of course about compromise. 
Vendors are likely to err on the side of architectural 
compromise, to minimize pain for their customers, 
particularly if they have a long version tail. They are 
likely to avoid making difficult architectural changes 
to core systems modules which will require greater 
direct development investment and greater disruption 
in customer migrations. But if they don’t make the 
fundamental architectural changes, they and their 
customers will see the results in the medium to long term 
as suboptimal response to change.

I recall back in 1998 SAP announced they were going 
to componentize their basis modules. Finance, Logistics 
etc. After hundreds of developers in Waldorf had 
worked on this project for some 18 months they gave 
up the attempt to create physical separation – it was too 

difficult! The results of that decision can of course still 
be seen today, in that SAP is like an exposed section of 
mountainside – you can see the geological strata that 
have been laid down over many years, which are locked 
into a rigid structure, which is actually becoming more 
rigid over time because of the increasing number of 
interleaving layers.

So bearing all these difficulties in mind, imagine you 
are the Chief Scientist at SAP or Oracle. What are the 
product directions you are considering? We suggest 
some candidates in Table 1.

A key issue for vendors is the extent to which they 
implement an entirely open architecture. The endpoint 
goal of a pure SOA implementation is a set of services 
that genuinely have minimum dependency between 
implementations. This would make it easy for customers 

to adopt best of breed strategies and 
to exercise real choice. While all the 
vendors are a long way away from 
this today, it would be perfectly 
possible for them to achieve this 
in say a five to ten year timescale. 
In other areas of the stack, such 
as the application server, vendors 
have demonstrated that adopting 
a genuinely open architecture can 
be an effective business strategy, 

and it is a reasonable bet that one of 
the major application vendors will adopt this approach 
at some stage.

Now let’s have a look at the other side of the picture. In 
Table 2 we show the sort of assessment criteria that the 
EA vendors’ customers will be deliberating upon, at least 
once they have read this report. Later on we will come 
back to this assessment table and assess and compare 
the vendors’ respective positions.

All the major enterprise 
application vendors are now 
moving to SOA in some form. 
However their approach and 
purpose varies considerably
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Area Capability Key actions

Function Expose core functionality as 
Web Services

Establish service API’s for all core enterprise application functionality

Add new behaviors to exploit 
and or capitalize on Web 
Services interfaces

Dynamic/collaborative business process involvement
Consuming external services
Use common/shared services across the product portfolio
Enable generalized services to be used in multiple contexts (better easier 
customization; greater adaptability)
Making services available to other application environments

Service infrastructure Enable service infrastructure pipeline, directly or via partnerships and compliance 
agreements
Directory and discovery capability

Publishing Services Enable all functionality as services
Publish comprehensive service based capability to allow flexibility within the 
application
Publish services to allow integration and collaboration with other applications

Semantic standards Adopt relevant industry semantic standards 

Interoperability technology Provide ESB capability
Provide transformation capabilities to competitive and collaborative application 
environments

Business level semantics for 
inter company collaboration 

Develop common semantics and or transformation rules with business partners

Business process orchestration Provide infrastructure and tools to support service integration in business 
processes. Adoption of BPEL or equivalent

Application Restructuring Componentize to reduce unit of deployment for both upgrade flexibility and on-
demand deployment
Enable asynchronous and long running behaviors

Data restructuring Enable document oriented processing
Map service oriented data patterns onto back end transactional services

Service Composition Enable assembly or composition of services from multiple sources
Deliver productized facades or composite apps

Metadata Management Enable metadata management for service users
Enable extensions and customization of provided core metadata

Migration strategy Facilitate move to service oriented business and technology
Wrap and replace core legacy applications

Business Model On demand Enable on-demand hosting 

Change in business model Move to hosting
Open source application platform
Extend or alter functional scope
Reduce core of application functionality, collaborate with other specialist vendors

Table 1: SOA Considerations for EA Vendors
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SAP
SAP is nothing if not controversial. Love them or hate 
them, you can’t ignore them. Just a few years ago SAP 
was in deep trouble, economically and architecturally. 
Their customers were very unhappy and felt they were 
locked into a hugely complex environment that was 
extremely difficult to change. What’s more they had 
been persuaded (insert your own adjective here if you 
prefer) to change their business processes to suit the 
SAP applications and now they felt badly let down.

As a company SAP knew they had to respond or 
die. They had introduced MySAP a few years earlier 
coincident with the rise in Internet usage, but many of 
their customers had not really understood the MySAP 
strategy, and or had experienced real difficulty in moving 
to adopt it.

The advent of Web Services just four years ago presented 
an opportunity. Hasso Platner (CEO at the time) gave one 

of the first indications of this in a speech he made in 
20021 where he discussed componentization and the 
assembly of components and services as the only way 
to solve the crisis of complexity.

Enterprise Services Architecture

Hasso Platner’s ideas have been crystallized into a 
concept referred to by SAP as an Enterprise Services 
Architecture (ESA). The ESA is a strategy for transitioning 
to a Service Oriented Architecture – but more specifically 
it’s a program for creating a set of reusable components 
and services that support continuous evolution and 
upgrade. Plattner and SAP realized they had taken their 
customers down a path which was leading them into an 
increasingly difficult situation. Whilst SAP was capable 
of continuing the development of the core enterprise 
application functionality, their customers were becoming 
less and less able to keep up with the upgrade schedule. 

Enterprise Applications and SOA continued . . .

Criteria Comment

Ease of Migration Ability of customer to move to SOA without major change in existing enterprise 
application and infrastructure

Design of services Abstraction away from implementation, enabling loose coupling and openness

Compliance with industry semantics Conformance with industry semantics, not just at technology level but at business level 
– e.g UN/CEEFACT

Published services Existence of a comprehensive set of service based interfaces that allow application 
functionality to be (re)used 

Support for semantic transformation Support for interoperation with competitive environments

Openness of infrastructure Extent to which middleware (integration, configuration, platform and life cycle 
management) can coexist in a heterogeneous environment

Collaboration support Ability to create collaborative business processes across enterprise application 
environments

Level of (design) loose coupling Dependencies upon implementation and core application design or specific other 
services 

Architecture of core enterprise application Performance, (adaptability, impact on customer’s and supplier’s cost base) of the 
aggregate application

Adaptability of delivered functionality Ability to respond rapidly to changing requirements – scalability, business rules, service 
selection

Table 2: EA Customer Assessment Criteria

1CBDI Commentary – COMPONENTS – BACK TO THE FUTURE – SAP CEO and co-founder Hasso Plattner recently made the assertion that software vendors 
must become more like automotive or airplane manufacturers. http://www.cbdiforum.com/public/news/index.php3?id=958
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The cost of upgrading the hugely complex package, 
together with the mass of interfaces to other systems 
was huge, and the elapsed time to implement a new 
release was measured in years.

Plattner envisioned the necessity to transition to a role 
analogous to the componentized parts supplier to car 
makers or aircraft manufacturers, where SAP provides 
standard components and the enterprise assembles 
these services into situation specific applications.

Of course the idea of treating software in the same way 
as automobile components is not new. And many in the 
software industry have rubbished this idea, because 
software systems are much more complex and fluid than 
automotive systems. However there are examples of 
successful software components that have been highly 
effective. The relational database, web and application 
servers and the browser neatly illustrate the point that 
standardization is the key to componentization.

SAP also had some considerable advantages in this 
area. First SAP had created de facto standards for 
semantics and business processes that were very 
widely implemented. Second they had invested 
heavily in developing an API structure right across the 
SAP application base with the BAPI interfaces – now 
comprehensive and mature mechanisms for publishing 
services. Third SAP’s timing was good because the 
Web Services protocols (SOAP, WSDL, etc) were rapidly 
becoming universally accepted.

The ESA is therefore not necessarily a SAP product, 
rather it is a generic strategy for a standardized, business 
operational layer. As we show in Figure 1, the business 
operational layer is merely the latest in a series of 
evolutionary developments in the software market where 
software products become standardized and become 
part of acquired infrastructure. What’s particularly 
interesting here is the idea that as this process happens 
the standardized product may become a commodity, 
and we will discuss this further in our conclusions.

The ESA strategy is therefore the basis for SAP product 
strategy, which will be delivered progressively over a five 
year period. Since the 2002 announcement, SAP has 
announced and delivered two major product lines in 
support of the strategy – Netweaver and xAPPS.

NetWeaver

Marketing people refer to NetWeaver as a technology 
and application platform, which is not terribly helpful. We 
prefer the term middleware, although NetWeaver does go 
considerably further than today’s definition of this term. 
What SAP has done is to create an application integration 
and management layer that sits between the application 
server and multiple (old and new) applications, with the 
intent of enabling rapid assembly, continuous change 
and management. NetWeaver, see Figure 2, will be 
the technical foundation of all new SAP application 
investment, bridging old and new, comprehensively 
moving prior SAP architectures into legacy status.

xApps

Integral to the SAP ESA strategy are the assumptions that 
prior generation SAP applications will be widely used for a 
considerable time and that their customers require much 
greater adaptability to integrate SAP applications with other 
environments. The SAP strategy is to enable new functional 
development by delivering applications that operate across 
multiple function, application and technology environments 
using composite application architecture. For more on 
composite applications generally, see the CBDI Report 
Composite Applications, September 2004.

SAP xApps are productized composite applications 
that take advantage of the NetWeaver middleware 
infrastructure. While it’s early days yet, currently available 
products include SAP xApp Resource and Portfolio 

“T he core of Enterprise Services Architecture is a layer 

of components that coalesces data and application 

functionality from enterprise applications into useful and 

reusable modules. The components communicate using 

enterprise services. These services reduce the complexity 

of the connections among components to allow for reuse. 

The transition is similar to imagining a plate of spaghetti 

and meatballs transforming into a set of tinker toys. The 

meatballs (the components) become more structured 

and the spaghetti (the nest of complex connections) 

disappears, replaced by more clearly defined and structured 

relationships expressed as services.” Dan Woods, O’Reilly
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Figure 1: Level of Abstraction Increases Over TIme

Functional coverage SAP Products
People Integration SAP mobile infrastructure

SAP enterprise portal
Supporting collaboration and multi-channel access

Information Integration SAP business information warehouse
Master Data Management
Supporting information integration, business intelligence and knowledge management 
– coordinating and or centralizing core data away from legacy applications

Process Integration SAP exchange infrastructure
Providing integration broking and business process management – for cross component 
business process orchestration and management

Application Platform SAP J2EE application server

Development Environment SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio toolkit
SAP Composite Applications Framework

Life Cycle Management SAP Solution Manager – configuration and management

Table 3: NetWeaver at a Glance
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Management, SAP xApp Product Definition, SAP 
xApp Emissions Management, SAP xApp Integrated 
Exploration and Production.

We can expect many more xApps from SAP, but what is 
particularly interesting is the SAP partnering strategy in 
this area, which is encouraging third parties to develop 
and certify xApps for use in the SAP marketplace. 
Where SAP once encouraged its partners to develop 
components around the BAPI API, as a means of 
strengthening the ecosystem, they have now created 
a higher value partnering arrangement that will provide 
their partners with more opportunity and their customers 
with considerably greater choice.

But is ESA SOA?

The ESA strategy is a good story. SAP is taking a giant 
step forward in addressing a critical weakness in their long 
term strategy, and doing it in a way that avoids massive 
change for their customers. While we urge SAP to replace 
the wrapped legacy core applications, it seems likely they 
will continue largely unchanged pretty much indefinitely.

But it’s important to question whether the SAP ESA a 
good Service Oriented Architecture? The essence of 
SOA is abstraction away from the underlying application 
– creating implementation transparency. While BAPI’s 
are business object methods, and there are guarantees 
of cross version consistency, there is a continuing 
requirement to understand the implementation.

Figure 2: SAP ESA
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We note the comment of SAP expert Thomas G. Schuessler 
“. . . you have to study the documentation and try out the 
BAPIs in order to understand which of the parameters you 
have to use for your specific requirements. In this phase 
you definitely need people that understand the SAP 
application area that you are dealing with extremely well
. . . you have to understand a few technical issues, like how 
to convert values from the user’s format to the format the 
BAPIs require, etc. . . You should then build components 
that hide some of the technical complexity or use ready-
to-run components like ours.”

Oracle
Oracle has a deserved reputation as a closed environment. 
For many years Oracle has consistently worked hard to 
persuade its customers that a homogeneous database and 

application environment is the only way to reduce complexity. 
Earlier this year at the Oracle’s AppsWorld in San Diego it 
became clear that at last Oracle has altered its position.

Oracle is clearly under pressure from its competitors, 
and in particular SAP. In essence what Oracle has done 
is to emulate the SAP SOA strategy creating an inherently 
adaptable layer on top of the existing applications base. 
There are however some significant differences.

Opening up the core applications

Unlike SAP with its BAPIs, Oracle does not have a 
comprehensive service API infrastructure. What they 
do have is business object views of the underlying 
application and using this perspective they have created 
an application framework that enables what they refer 
to as a self service environment. Using a Model/View/

Figure 3: The Oracle Architecture
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Controller pattern they provide a productivity environment 
using declarative development and RAD tools to deliver 
various forms of UI including Web Services.

The Oracle Application Framework (yes believe it or not 
it’s referred to as the OAF) becomes a unified platform 
for all HTML based applications which evidently 
can leverage some 60 Oracle Application modules 
at release 11.5.10. The J2EE framework is metadata 
driven, with productivity wizards and is designed to 
enable reusability across multiple layers including the 
controllers, application modules, view objects and entity 
objects.

Oracle has also been a long time supporter of the Open 
Applications Group (OAG) and has published some 150 
Web Service based integration points as Web Services 
to facilitate B2B integration. Oracle will also expand 
its support for industry-specific integration protocols 
such as RosettaNet for high-
tech manufacturing and HL7 for 
healthcare. The Application release 
11i.10 will also have an integration 
interface repository to catalog the 
published APIs and provide a single 
definition for the interfaces.

Process Orchestration

Just a couple of months ago Oracle 
acquired Collaxa – a small specialist 
company with respected track record in BPEL based 
process orchestration. This was a smart move by Oracle 
and, unlike many of their competitors, they have wasted 
no time in capitalizing on it by announcing the Oracle 
Business Process Manager. This helps Oracle, not just 
in providing much needed service oriented business 
process orchestration, but also providing it in a platform 
neutral manner. Of course there is still much work to do 
to bring closer integration between the BPM and the 
Oracle platform, not least JDeveloper.

Does all of this add up to a Service Oriented Architecture? 
The answer is yes and no. Oracle has done a good job 
of adding a SOA layer on top of its applications, but 
the applications themselves remain monolithic. The 
component view is just that – a view into the existing 
architecture. So moving forward, while Oracle can 
justifiably claim to have responded to long standing 
criticism regarding the openness of its environment, 

particularly the applications, it still looks like a vendor 
that is focused on tight coupling of the underlying 
applications.

Peoplesoft
It is questionable whether Peoplesoft sees SOA as a 
priority or not. PeopleSoft view Web Services as a means 
for enhancing integration with its application suites. They 
have established a seemingly comprehensive catalog of 
Web Service based API’s called Enterprise Integration 
Points (EIPs), and provide an AppConnect integration 
product that includes portal, integration data warehouse 
capabilities that enable business process based 
integration.

EIPs are built in integration points that are effectively 
API’s. EIPs utilize business logic of the application, 

similar to component interfaces. Each 
of these integration points allow 
data passing through a publish 
and subscribe technology. Each of 
these enterprise integration points 
is reusable.

The EIP’s can be used through 
any type of Internet technology 
that uses HTTP, XML, and HTML. 
PeopleSoft has also partnered with 
other vendors to transform their 

schemas into XML that many different 
systems like Oracle and SAP can understand.

AppConnect attempts to remove the complexity of 
having to choose a portal, a warehouse and middleware 
technology to integrate applications by providing one 
choice to address all three areas. It uses Web Services 
technology to simplify integration, eliminating much of 
the custom development and ongoing maintenance 
typically associated with multiple integration 
technologies. It is compatible with J2EE and .NET 
and works with IBM WebSphere and BEA WebLogic 
application servers.

Peoplesoft do not provide any infrastructure products 
themselves, rather relying on partnerships with BEA and 
IBM.

It is unclear whether PeopleSoft are yet focused on the 
business benefits (for themselves or their customers) of 
service oriented applications. Their view of SOA seems 

The common objective of 
SAP, Oracle and Microsoft 

is to make it compelling for 
enterprises to standardize on 

one application platform
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to be about better integration. In this respect this perhaps 
makes them more compatible with Oracle who clearly 
share that view, although PeopleSoft customers would 
in our opinion, benefit from the publishing, consumption 
and BPM framework in the Oracle environment.

It is now twelve months since the JD Edwards acquisition, 
and evidently there has been little progress in bringing 
the portfolios together, which may account for mixed 
reports on the success of the acquisition. We would have 
expected them to establish a cross portfolio layer similar 
to Oracle or SAP, specifically to create cross portfolio 
integration. We wonder whether PeopleSoft is delaying 
that decision until they find out whether the investment 
will be worthwhile?

Siebel
Siebel has taken an interesting and differentiated 
approach to SOA. They have established an architecture 
and then worked with a reasonably broad set of partners 
to create collaborative implementations which work 
in many different situations. The Siebel architecture 
– optimistically named the Universal Application Network 
(UAN), is a good attempt to provide a federation of 
capabilities that allow their customers to continue to use 
their current choice of strategic platform, and to make 
the minimum necessary change to facilitate Siebel. Given 
that Siebel’s functional footprint is limited to CRM this 
would seem to be an eminently sensible approach.

The primary components of the architecture, shown in 
Figure 4, are:

Figure 4: Siebel Architecture
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Integration Processes

A series of integration processes implemented as Web 
Services. Each process comprises a series of steps that 
constitutes an integration task such as Synch Account, 
Create Order, Request Duplicate Invoice.

Common Objects

A framework for defining business data in an application 
neutral format. A series of integration processes 
implemented as Web Services. Each process comprises 
a series of steps that constitutes an integration task such 
as Synch Account, Create Order, Request Duplicate 
Invoice.

Integration Transformations

A mapping between different data models against the 
common objects. Siebel has entered into partnerships 
with all the leading integration servers including IBM 
WebSphere BI, BEA WebLogic Integration, Microsoft 
BizTalk, SeeBeyond, TIBCO, WebMethods and Vitria. 
All of these platforms can run Siebel Integration 
Applications. Further the UAN also leverages specific 
adapters provided by the various vendors.

Siebel has clearly adopted a highly pragmatic approach 
to SOA which is geared towards reducing friction in sales 
situations. However they have also gone further than say 
PeopleSoft and Oracle in developing a comprehensive 

set of services through which they publish their core 
capability.

Microsoft
Yes, in context with enterprise applications, Microsoft 
is just another vendor today. They currently have no 
measurable share of the enterprise application market, 
and by all accounts are in considerable turmoil as 
to how to make the much vaunted MBS strategy 
successful. On the integration front we understand that 
integration capabilities at the current release levels are 
largely unchanged from the individual (Great Plains and 
Navision) solutions. Strategic directions that I discussed 
with MBS people last year seem to have come to nothing 
yet. The next releases of Microsoft CRM 2.0 and Great 
Plains 8 for example are understood to be focused on 
conventional Microsoft product integration.

Of course Microsoft is important to this analysis because 
they will not remain where they are. With the level of 
investment being made by Microsoft, together with their 
undoubted understanding of SOA, we can expect at 
some stage that they will be a powerful competitor. The 
big question is when.

Meantime Microsoft has a significant competitor emerging 
with Salesforce.com who is making real progress with its 
hosted model in the mid range marketplace, which is of 
course Microsoft’s primary target area.

Microsoft Oracle PeopleSoft SAP Siebel
Ease of Migration 3 2 3 3

Design of services 2 3 2 3

Compliance with industry semantics 2 2 2 2

Published services 1 3 3 3

Support for semantic transformation 3 3 2 3

Openness of infrastructure 3 2 3 3

Collaboration support 3 2 3 3

Level of (design) loose coupling 2 2 2 3

Architecture of core enterprise 1 1 2 1

Adaptability of delivered functionality 2 2 22 2

Scoring Key: 3 = Good support; 2 = Could do better; 1 = Inadequate support 

Table 4: SOA Support Comparison
2Adaptability of new (composite) functionality is likely to be very high, but is highly dependent on core application services which will remain highly inflexible.
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Conclusions
All the major enterprise application vendors are now 
moving to SOA in some form. However their approach 
and purpose varies considerably.

SAP is incredibly tightly focused on solving its particular 
problems of complexity and inflexibility, and while they 
seem likely to achieve this long term goal, it may be at 
the expense of openness and loose coupling beyond the 
SAP ecosystem.

Oracle has responded to market pressure and has clearly 
opened up its environment – a long overdue move. The 
acquisition of Collaxa is an excellent addition to the stack. 
The middleware layer is a good response to customer 
needs, however it remains strongly developer centric 
and the absence of a published service architecture is a 
significant weakness.

PeopleSoft has not really addressed the core SOA 
challenge. They remain focused on integration, which 
reflects on the mixed success of the JD Edwards 
acquisition. PeopleSoft customers would perhaps be 
much better off in the Oracle environment.

Siebel has in our opinion selected an excellent strategy 
– they have embraced an open, partnering strategy that 
makes it easy for their customers to adopt and migrate. 
Whilst this was always going to be easier for Siebel 
because of their more limited functional footprint, the 
open strategy would have been equally appropriate for 
all the other players, and met customer needs better.

This is very evident with SAP – where they are now 
positioned to become a deep, vertically integrated 
platform. We noted analysts at London-based broker 
Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein recently downgraded 
SAP stock because of Web Services. According to a 
DKW research note “one of the core markets for SAP 
in the long term is web services-based composite 
applications . . . is likely to provide limited revenue 
growth opportunities for SAP in the long term, given 
that these applications need to be highly commoditized 
and standardized.” Source online information site New 
Ratings.

SAP must have read about this downgrade with mixed 
feelings – because it’s exactly the open, standardized 
message they wanted to send. However we think it 
unlikely that SAP (or indeed Oracle) will become as 
open as DKW think. The reality of the SAP and Oracle 

environments is that they are hugely complex. They 
need to be tended with very high skills, not just at the 
technology level, but at all levels from business process 
to operations.

Both Oracle and SAP are developing a more and more 
vertically integrated stack that spans business process 
to middleware, and while they are enabling open 
integration, it is increasingly likely that enterprises will try 
to standardize upon a single vendor and use the open 
integration as migration and customizing capabilities.

It is this aspect that is encouraging Microsoft to continue 
its investment in the MBS program, to deepen the 
coverage of its overall platform, and to respond to SAP 
and Oracle that are actually encroaching on its core 
middleware and platform territory.

Most enterprises have learnt a hard lesson about best 
of breed over the past five years and while you can 
say the technology integration problems are lessened 
with Web Services, the issues of semantics, business 
process design, configuration and versioning issues 
are all major hurdles that complicate, not simplify. The 
common objective of SAP, Oracle and Microsoft seems 
obvious, irrespective of what their marketing people say, 
to make it compelling for enterprises to standardize on 
one application platform.

The probability of best of breed portfolios based on SAP 
or any other components is pretty unlikely – because the 
integration and management problems will be immense.

Maybe some day the Plattner vision of best of breed 
component assembly may be realized, but today 
the attractive vision is just that – a long term vision. 
While there is a theoretical probability that SOA will 
lead to commoditization of basic business operational 
processes, it seems unlikely this will happen any time 
soon. It is a good marketing message, but the difficulties 
of achieving it are immense. In any event, it is much more 
likely that this will happen as a result of the efforts of 
Microsoft, not SAP. We are left to speculate what might 
have happened if SAP and Microsoft had merged.

This story is only just beginning, and we fully expect 
that as a result of SOA related reengineering, in 
future customers of enterprise applications will have 
considerably more flexibility, even if the SOA purist might 
need to avert his/her eyes.
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Best Practice Report

Composite Applications

In developing Service Oriented Architecture strategy, a primary 
concern is how to protect existing application investments while 
enabling real improvements in adaptability. An increasingly popular 
approach is to deliver new functionality that reuses services from 
many existing applications and sources, so called Composite 
Applications. But not surprisingly there are many issues with this 
inherently compromise architectural pattern and in this report we 
will look at the architectural options, discuss the many issues and 
look at how some users have overcome these.

Introduction
Composite Applications support new business processes by bringing 
together and reusing functionality from several existing applications. 
Reading much of the analysis and comment in this area we might easily 
conclude that composite applications are the new silver bullet. In fact a 
composite application approach is an inherent part of the Service Oriented 
Architecture.

CBDI has been advising for some time that the essential place for an 
enterprise to commence its SOA activity is in exposing core services from 
existing applications. We advise that these services need to be normalized 
such that they have minimal dependency upon the underlying application, 
which will make subsequent integration as simple as possible.

The obvious next step is to integrate and coordinate the published services 
to enable new business requirements, which allowing existing applications to 
continue with minimal change, as shown in Figure 1.

Drivers

A typical driver for a composite application is the optimization and automation 
of cross functional business processes, for example call centers which often 
require information and execute processes that span an entire organization 
and beyond.

For many organizations the usual response to this requirement has been to 
use an EAI approach. But while EAI activity may have improved the passing 
and consistency of data across existing systems, the limitations of EAI have 
become obvious. This is particularly evident for significant new requirements 
and change for example as organizations restructure or need to assimilate 
the results of M&A activity. While the functionality presented through existing 

By Lawrence Wilkes
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systems silos can be integrated using EAI, new business 
functions will increasingly need additional functionality 
that is not present in the existing systems.

Additionally, organizations must now factor into the 
solution increasing requirements for,

• Agility. Solutions must be able to evolve, not 
just support today’s need.

• Configurability. To the specific end-users need

• Federated processes. Solutions need to 
comprehend partners, customers and other 
external entities. Not just providing them self-

service access, but integrating their systems 
into the overall business process.

• Composite Services. Composite applications 
should expose new composite services for 
onward reuse, not just a new UI.

Not surprisingly given the high cost and disruption of 
application replacement, the prime requirement is the 
reuse of existing system assets. The challenge therefore 
is to overcome the incompatibility between diverse 
platforms and technologies, incompatible schemas and 
the lack of suitable interfaces.

Figure 1: Simple Composite Application Pattern
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SOA Advantages
Whilst composite applications might have come to the 
forefront with SOA the concept is not entirely new. CBDI 
has been advising for some time what is effectively the 
same three-layer architectural pattern with CBD, EAI and 
now SOA as illustrated in Figure 1.

CBDI has promoted a service-based approach as the 
optimum way to apply component and EAI technologies 
recognizing that SOA best practice encourages loose 
coupling and promises more agile solutions. The 
appropriate abstraction of a Business Service away from 
the underlying implementation is a factor of best practice 
analysis and design, not the application of technology.

However, SOA best practice on its own doesn’t provide 
loose technology coupling. Given the diverse range of 
platforms underlying the existing assets that must be 
a pulled together, Web Services can play an important 
role in providing a platform neutral foundation for the 
composite application. Otherwise the use of component 
or EAI technologies just creates further technology and 
product dependencies. Web Services also provide 
specific support for composition through protocols and 
initiatives such as:

• WS-Business Process Execution Language 
(BPEL)1

• WS-Remote Portlets (WS-RP) 2

• WS-Composite Application Framework (WS-
CAF) 3

• WS-Coordination4

Moreover, the use of Web Service protocols better 
enables composite applications to:

• Be built from both internal and external 
resources.

• Expose new Business Services for further 
internal and external reuse.

• Support dynamic and autonomic composition.

Service-Based Composite Application 
Architecture

Today, many composite applications are most likely to be 
implemented via a product-centric approach. That is, the 
solution and architecture is driven by the capabilities of 
the product used, which itself is likely to be an evolution 
from some combination of EAI, Middleware, BPM, portal 
heritage.

Such products offer a self-contained solution to 
composite application requirements. However, the danger 
is such solutions lack structure, do not properly separate 
concerns, and are hard-wired to existing systems. In other 
words they deliver tightly coupled solutions that might 
meet an immediate need but are not as agile as they could 
be, nor does the required effort contribute towards further 
reuse or composition by other projects.

CBDI advises that with more attention paid to architecture, 
the same products could (possibly) be used more 
productively via a Service Oriented approach to deliver 
solutions that are responsive to business and IT change.

Figure 2 illustrates an architecture for Service-Based 
Composite Applications that introduces Service 
Orientation in following areas:

1. The use of a Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) 
layer that provides Business Services to further 
separate the composite application away from 
the underlying implementations to provide more 
flexible coupling.

1http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsbpel
2http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsrp
3http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=ws-caf
4http://www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/library/ws-coor/

Composite Applications Defined

“A Composite Application supports a new 
business process by combining and reusing 

functionality from several existing applications 
plus new components”

“A Service Based Composite Application supports 
a new business process by combining and 

reusing business services provided from multiple 
resources including existing applications”
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Figure 2: Service-Based Composite Application Architecture
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2. The use of a service-based approach plus 
appropriate products and technologies in 
the composite application itself to support 
more dynamic composition and standards 
compliance. Namely:

• process orchestration based on BPEL 
protocol.

• portal delivery based on WSRP.

3. The exposure of composite business services 
for further composition and reuse – particularly 
external business partners who require 
integration, not just self-service.

Additionally, various policies and meta data are 
separated and abstracted away from 
the application to encourage 
configurability and reuse, and 
when used with appropriate 
Web Service protocols can 
enable them for platform 
independent, remote access.

Service Layers

The Service-Based Composite 
Application Architecture in 
Figure 2 features multiple layers 
of services at different layers of 
abstraction as shown in Table 1.

Some might be prompted to ask are these really 
necessary, or performant? Whether every layer needs 

to be implemented for each individual service depends 
on the requirements, and the capabilities of the 
underlying layer. For example, it is unlikely that well-
abstracted Business Services can be exposed directly 
from many existing systems without unwanted invasive 
surgery. Whether the Business Service is composed 
from Implementation-Based Services or though direct 
access to the native API exposed by the existing system 
depends on the degree of coupling that is desired. An 
Implementation-Based Service that wraps an existing 
API as a Web Service provides another layer of platform 
and location decoupling.

Similarly the Composite Application Business Service 
supports a different requirement to those on the 
Business Service Bus, by exposing a more specialized 

service, rather than a generalized 
Business Service it is 
composed from which may 
be designed for reuse across 
a wide range of business 
processes. The architecture 
also illustrates two possible 
levels of orchestration. One 
at the Business Service, and 
another at the Composite 
Application level.

As mentioned earlier, these 
service layers do not necessarily dispense with existing 
EAI and other middleware products and component 
technologies. As explained in the recent CBDI report 
on ESB5, they can play a key part in service-enabling 



Service Approach Advantages

Implementation-Based 
Service

Reflection of existing API
Specific to existing implementation resource

Web Service enables virtualization of resource and 
platform independent composition

Business Service Bus Abstracted away from implementation
Composed from multiple Implementation-based 
Services
Reflects a Business Services
Services generalized to business domain

Ensures consistency across domain
Provides Reuse across different applications and 
processes

Composite Application 
Business Service

Context provided by individual business process
Specialized to business process

Web Services enables external access

Table 1: Service Layers

Organizations need to carefully 
consider how they deliver 

composite applications so that they 
address evolving requirements and 
not just immediate business needs.

5CBDI Market Trend Report: Time to Board the Enterprise Service Bus? http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-07/Enterprise_Service_Bus.php
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existing systems, and provide transport, transformation 
and other functions for each of the service layers. Rather 
it is the way in which they are applied at each layer of the 
architecture to enable, consume, and provide services, 
rather than directly coupling the implementations, that is 
different.

Using a Web Service based approach also makes it 
easier to integrate the composite application with a wider 
range of resources than just the back-end operational 
systems that provide the core business functionality. A 
prime example would be integration with Web-Service 
compliant products such as Microsoft Office or IBM 
Lotus Domino, to integrate document processing, 
spreadsheet, collaboration functions, and so on into the 
composite application.

Composite Application Solutions
The composite application should consist of the 
functions in Table 2. Vendor solutions will provide a 
mix of these functions usually packaged together with 
some measure of EAI and middleware capability to 
access various existing systems. The solutions available 
show a diverse heritage, coming from backgrounds 
such as EAI and Middleware, workflow and process 
management, legacy modernization, and packaged 
applications. This is reflected in the high level view of 
their strengths highlighted in Table 3 which contains a list 
of representative composite application solutions.

Though most support Web Service protocols, few are 
themselves service-based (i.e. expose their capability as 
services). Though standards-based access to existing 
systems via Web Services and JCA/JMS is provided, 
most of the vendor solutions also include traditional EAI/
messaging middleware and some also provide additional 
B2B/EDI capabilities.

Composite applications are typically built with these 
tools using a mix of declarative and graphical rules. They 
include transformation and composition functionality 
that would be useful in building Business Services that 
are better abstracted away from the native APIs and 
implementations of the existing systems. More often this 
capability would be directed toward the implementation 
of the composite services exposed by the application, 
rather than the multi-layered Service approach as shown 
in Figure 2 which would encourage the use of Business 
Services within the application.

Besides middleware and independent tool vendors, 
some of the major packaged application vendors 
also provide composite application capabilities. This 
is not surprising given their applications often form 
a major component of composite applications. Most 
notable is SAP who, as illustrated in Figure 3, provide 

Composite Applications continued . . .

WS-Composite Application Framework (WS-CAF)

 “The purpose of the OASIS Web Services Composite 
Application Framework TC is to define a generic and open 
framework for applications that contain multiple services used 
in combination (composite applications).

Multiple web services combined in composite applications 
require interoperable mechanisms to set the boundaries of 
an activity (such as start/end, or success/failure), to create, 
access and manage context information, and to inform 
participants of changes to an activity. Composite applications 
might also need to work with a range of transaction models, 
including simple activity scoping, single and two phase commit 
ACID transactions, and recoverable long running activities.”

As can be seen from this extract from their charter, WS-CAF 
is focused primarily on transactional concerns of composite 
applications. The key challenge for WS-CAF therefore is how 
this is reconciled with alternative WS-Coordination protocol for 
transaction management that has been proposed by BEA, IBM 
and Microsoft.

There are currently three specifications that make up WS-
CAF:

• Web Service Context (WS-CTX) defines a mechanism 
to manage context data associated with Web service 
invocation

• Web Service Coordination Framework (WS-CF) defines 
how Web services in a composite application register 
with software agent called coordinators to ensure 
message results are communicated between the 
coordinator and services.

• Web Service-Transaction Management (WS-TXM) 
defines transaction protocols interoperability 
across existing transaction managers, long running 
compensations, and business process automation.

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_
abbrev=ws-caf

Members include Arjuna Technologies, Booz Allen Hamilton, 
Choreology, CrimsonLogic, Fujitsu, HP, IONA, Novell, Oracle, 
SeeBeyond, Sun, and Systinet
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Process Orchestration Automation of the overall business process
Orchestration of the Business Services provided and consumed

Task Management and Collaboration Operator support 

UI/Portal Configured through portal
Provide self-service for partners and customers

Composite Application Business Services Process specific Business Services

Table 2: Composite Application Functions

a comprehensive Composite Application Framework 
as part of NetWeaver. Though such solutions are 
obviously most attractive to their own customers, 
the included EAI capabilities plus standards-based 
interoperability through Web Services and JMS/JCA 
enable them to include other existing applications into 
the solution.

Besides this list, many other vendors provide 
components of the composite application architecture 
and many organizations may prefer to assemble their 
own composite application “toolset”.

Moreover, though major platform providers such as BEA, 
IBM and Microsoft do not promote a ready packaged 
composite application solution as such, their range 
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of server products can be used to deliver composite 
applications, and will be as comprehensive as any of 
other the solutions in Table 3. Their platforms will of 
course often underpin those other solutions.

There is an overlap of functionality between some 
composite application and ESB products. SeeBeyond’s 
eInsight ESB is a sub-component of their ICAN suite 
for example. As with other ESB products we looked at 
recently, organizations need to be mindful of any internal 
product dependences that might be inherent in some 
of the products, such as dependence on the use of 
their own middleware layer. In this respect, standards 
compliance with Web Service protocols or JMS/JCA 
is important. However, some Web Service protocols 
that would be useful in composite applications such 

as transaction support, and the WS-CAF itself are still 
barely beyond the specification stage. Participation in 
the relative initiative by the vendor would be a good 
signal.

Existing System Challenges
The raison d’etre for composite applications is the 
demand for the reuse of existing systems. Much as 
composite application solutions try to simplify and 
automate this, it is not without challenges. In our “Save 
Our Assets” report6, “we commented the suitability of 
existing systems and specifically their interfaces are often 
less than ideal to support new business requirements 
and expose the required Business Services”. In addition 

Vendor Strengths Comments

EAI B2B Bus-
Pro

Task 
Mgmt

Portal

BEA Composite Application Dev Centre
http://dev2dev.bea.com/technologies/soa/
compapps/index.jsp 

   BEA WebLogic products are well suited to 
composite application delivery

Bowstreet Factory
http://www.bowstreet.com/products/
bowstreetfactory/ 

  Enables J2EE based applications to be composed 
from multiple existing systems, presented through 
comprehensive portal solution

Commerce One Conductor
http://www.commerceone.com/solutions/
capp_gen.html 

  Not surprising, given Commerce One’s 
background, Conductor is particularly suited 
toward composite applications that support 
external B2B and supplier relationships

IBM Business Integration
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/
integration/ 

    IBM’s suite of products clearly provide a 
comprehensive foundation for composite 
applications without being labeled as such.

iWay
http://www.iwaysoftware.com/products/
compositeApps.html 

  EAI background provides comprehensive range of 
adaptors

Kenamea Composite Application Suite
http://www.kenamea.com/technology_
cas.html 

 Task/workflow oriented, relying primarily on 
standards-based integration

Microsoft Windows Server System
http://www.microsoft.com/
windowsserversystem/default.mspx 

   Microsoft’s suite of Windows Servers provide 
a comprehensive foundation for composite 
application assembly

6CBDI Best Practice Report: Save Our Assets. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-11/soa_save_our_assets.php3
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to issues raised in that report, particular concerns for 
composite applications and some possible solutions are 
shown in Table 4.

Design Recommendations
A significant part of our design recommendations for 
composite applications is to follow a layered Service 
Oriented approach as illustrated in Figure 2. This will 
improve agility at all levels, plus subsequent reusability 
and productivity.

Use a declarative, model driven approach. Where 
possible abstract key variables into a format where they 
can be modeled declaratively by business analysts and 
users (as appropriate), so that they can be more easily 
maintained with a minimum of developer involvement, 
and also published as metadata which can facilitate 
dynamic composition, including:

• Process Definition

• Composition Rules

• Schema and other transformation Rules

• Policies

Drive composite application requirements and design 
by Process and Task. Process orchestration might be 
an obvious part of a composite application, but few of 
the solutions in Table 3 offer built-in support for task 
management to better support the human interaction 
with the system. Nor will this be part of the existing 
systems, and so must be built into the composite 
application. Observations we made some time back in a 
report on Business Process Automation7 still hold true.

Think Composite Service, not just Composite Application. 
The end result should not just be an application that 
automates the business process and supports the 
operator, but also creates a set of Composite Services 
that support ongoing reuse and availability to external 
partners.

PeopleSoft AppConnect
http://www.peoplesoft.com/corp/en/
products/dev_integration_portals/
index.jsp 

  Though they haven’t latched on to the Composite 
Application label, Peoplesoft’s AppConnect 
Framework provides this capability

Plumtree Enterprise Web Suite
http://www.plumtree.com/products/ 

  Strong capabilities to aggregate existing systems 
into portals

SAP Composite Application Framework
http://www.sap.com/solutions/netweaver/
cafindex.asp 

    CAF Architecture is part of SAP NetWeaver.
See Figure 2

SeeBeyond ICAN (Integrated Composite 
Application Network) Suite 5.0
http://www.seebeyond.com/software/
ican.asp 

   Comprehensive composite application suite, that 
adds process and portal capability to a strong EAI 
and Middleware background

SEEC Application Builder
http://www.seec.com/products/
index.aspx?p=715 

  Good legacy modernization capabilities

WebMethods Composite Application 
Framework
http://www.webmethods.com/meta/
default/folder/0000003932 

  Builds on the WebMethods Enterprise Services 
Platform

Table 3: Representative Composite Application Solutions

7CBDI Report. Why Automate the Business Process? http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2000-07/why_automate.php3
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Existing System Challenge Possible Solutions Possible Consequences

Maintaining transaction integrity across 
multiple systems in a long running process.

Cache data in the composite application 
until the end of the process, then applying 
it across the existing systems

Requires a new component and database as 
part of the composite application
Could affect the accuracy of real-time 
information presented by the existing system

Use compensating, rather than ACID 
transactions

Can require complex rules in the composite 
application
Could affect the accuracy of real-time 
information presented by the existing system

Embedded processes in the existing 
system may run counter-active to the new 
business process

Bypass the business logic and access the 
database directly

Business rules in the existing application need 
to be duplicated in the composite application 
as they still must be applied to ensure data 
integrity

Restructure existing application to separate 
concerns

High cost, and impact on other dependent 
applications

Hidden dependencies between existing 
systems create dependencies across 
Business Services which must be reflected 
in composite application

Restructure existing application to remove 
dependencies. Use published services.

The other applications must also be upgraded 
to expose the required services.

As with embedded processes, bypass the 
business logic and access the database 
directly

As per embedded processes

Table 4: Existing System Challenges

Figure 4: Composition Timeframe
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Use a delivery approach that supports the desired 
composition timeframe as illustrated in Figure 4. To 
deliver agile solutions that can keep pace with business 
change, CBDI recommends that organizations

• take a declarative approach to definition of the 
various rules as mentioned earlier.

• Use Web Service protocols as appropriate to 
provide dynamic behavior, and in the longer 
term some measure of autonomic behavior. For 
example the use of WS-Addressing to provide 
dynamic message routing.

Summary and Conclusions
Composite Applications would seem to offer 
organizations the best of both worlds. Support for new 
business processes, at a minimum cost by reusing 
existing systems. However, the danger with composite 
applications is that all that is created is yet another 
legacy application. Even worse, the web of additional 
dependencies that is created by the composite 
application across multiple systems actually inhibits the 
existing systems from evolving themselves.
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The SOA Governance 
Framework

In previous reports we have introduced the concept of an SOA 
Governance Framework – a structured approach to ensuring the 
architecture delivers the required levels of adaptability and integrity. 
In this report we detail each of the layers in terms of how the 
policies, practices, patterns and tools enable delivery of business 
and technical objectives.

Introduction
In a previous report1 we introduced the concept of a framework for SOA 
Governance. We discussed the need to have an explicit program for 
governance over the delivery of SOA characteristics. In this report we are 
going to provide some definitions and details around the framework.

We have discussed previously that SOA is an inherently distributed approach 
to architecture, and therefore the requirements for governance are even more 
critical than in more centralized environments. The focus of governance in a 
SOA environment is to ensure that the service oriented strategy is realized 
in capabilities, assets and processes that deliver on the required levels of 
business and technical adaptability.

While we continue to use the term SOA governance, we have come to 
realize that in many respects the architectural naming might be too narrowly 
focused. In our first report on the topic2 we showed how service design is 
an integral part of organizational design and engineering, and that asking 
the right questions in service design will often lead to profound change in 
distribution of responsibility, authority, expertise and work (RAEW).

The Basic Framework
In Figure 1 we further develop the outline framework introduced in our June 
report. The focus of SOA governance is to align the elements of SOA practice 
– strategy, organization, assets (including reusable services) and capability, 
to ensure implementation of the distributed architecture adheres to the 
overall strategy.

We identify three layers where we will need to exert some form of governance 

Best Practice Report

1Business-Driven SOA 2 – How business governs the SOA process. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/
interact/2004-06/Business_Driven_SOA2.php
2Business-Driven SOA – Supply/Demand oriented SOA architecture – driving the SOA from a business 
perspective. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-05/Business_Driven_SOA.php
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– the development of policy and strategy, the matching 
of service requirements with assets (supply/demand) 
and the delivery and usage processes. If this looks a 
little academic, think of it as the checklist of things that 
need to be done to ensure the success of the SOA. 
The layering simply makes it easy to separate out the 
governance concerns that we need to exercise in policy 
setting, design and implementation.

We have also found it useful to separate out the 
governance of the services as assets 
(GOS) from the usage of the 
services (GUS) as there are quite 
distinct life cycles and interests.

• Governance Of Services 
as assets (GOS) – the 
governance activities 
that ensure the service 
architecture, design and 
delivered services meet 
the real needs of the 
business.

• Governance of the Usage of Services (GUS) 
– the governance activities that ensure the 
service execution has integrity and complies 
with quality of service requirements.

Governance Policy & Strategy
Sitting above the supply/demand coordination layer, 
the governance layer includes control, intelligence 
and policy. Activity in this layer needs to set the goals, 

context and constraints for both the 
business process layer and the 
supply/demand coordination layer 
in both the creation/acquisition and 
the usage of services.

The primary goal of SOA is to 
become service-oriented. This 
means the business developing 
into a service-oriented business, 
configured as a continuous 
fabric of services. An essential 
component of SOA policy and 

Figure 1: Layered Governance Framework

Governance in a SOA 
environment is to ensure that 

the SOA strategy delivers 
on the required levels of 
business and technical 

adaptability
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strategy is therefore an adoption roadmap – a plan that 
defines reasonable phasing of ambition and capability 
over time, and the activities to transition the capability of 
the organization from one state to the next.

In defining strategy and policy for usage of services 
there will be many aspects of usage that will apply to 
sets of services – for example the SLA or levels of trust 
as applicable to internal services, B2B, or B2C.

Supply/Demand
To address questions of adaptability and business 
alignment, we have to look below the governance layer 
to the coordination processes that link service demand 
and service supply. This coordination ensures that the 
life cycle of a service is managed on the assumption 
that the service may be a shared, reusable asset. Supply 
and demand activities ensure that where appropriate the 
service provisioning and usage supports a wider set of 
objectives than one specific project or consumer.

Where supply and demand are in different organizations, 
this process will be specified in or constrained by a 

commercial contract. Even where supply and demand 
are in the same organization, this process needs clarity 
as well as flexibility.

An important function within the supply/demand 
coordination layer is the determination/negotiation of a 
range of lifecycle objects – so-called metadata, including 
WS-* stuff: WSDL, Policy, BPEL and other process 
definitions and process-level agreements.

Business Process
The business process layer is where the rubber hits 
the road, and governance activities ensure that the 
implementation and usage continue to conform to policy 
and supply/demand requirements set in the prior layers.

References
We have developed further detailed guidance on the SOA 
Governance Framework and published this in the CBDI 
Practices & Patterns portal. We welcome review comment 
and feedback. See: http://www.cbdiforum.com/practices

GOS – Governance OF Services
GUS – Governing USAGE of 

Services

L1 – Policy & 
Strategy – (defining 

requirements)

Definition of policy, strategy and plans governing the requirement, 
creation and delivery of services

Definition of goals, targets and measures 
governing the usage of services

Policy for service based business – strategic direction, linkage to 
product,

Defining accountability for service provision and 
usage

Strategy underlying organizational design in service based business Setting service goals – success measures and 
targets

Linkage to business and investment plans, driving RAEW for services 
– overall policies dynamically governing the allocation of development 
and other resources

Defining and monitoring QoS policy

Technical SOA strategy and policies – including patterns, practices, 
templates, for delivery, upgrade and replacement

Defining and monitoring business SLA policy

Requirements for adaptability – determining the boundaries and key 
articulation points

Defining and monitoring Technical SLA policy

Requirements for business governance compliance – mandatory or 
advisory services to ensure consistency of business compliance to 
regulatory requirements and conformance with policy

Defining and monitoring business rules 
governing exception reporting

Coordination of business development, negotiation and collaboration 
across internal and external organizations, including trust.

Defining and monitoring Life Cycle Management 
Policies (governing life cycle management)
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The SOA Roadmap – the strategic direction and detailed plans 
governing the implementation of change covering business design 
and service oriented architecture.

Defining and monitoring trust policies

L2 – Supply/
Demand – 

Governance of service provisioning Governance of service use

Providing the right services to internal and external customers, 
partners etc – ensuring sharing where appropriate. Identification 
of standard business and infrastructure services and situation 
applicability

Life cycle management (delivery and usage) 
ensuring integrity in versioning, configuration 
and change management

Selecting and consuming the right service to meet business 
functional requirements, ROI, and to fill contractual obligations such 
as SLA for onward service consumers

Implementation of trust policies and practices 
covering user profiles, usage and access rights 
and authentication 

Coordinating distributed service specification to meet a common 
goal; determining appropriate level of generalization to meet strategic 
goals and organizational design

Maintenance of business perspective in resource 
allocation, alternative service assignment and 
rule application 

Aligning software governance with business governance. Knowledge Management / IPR management

Managing reuse across internal and external domains to achieve 
maximum agility and economics of scale/scope.

Compliance with policy level industry standards

Determination and negotiation of life cycle objects – meta data 
covering semantic and technical protocols that need to be aligned 
between providing and consuming parties. 

L3 – Business 
Process 

– (managing 
execution)

Governance of service delivery Governance of service execution and usage

Monitoring business process design and software development and 
acquisition against SO best practice and policy

SLA Monitoring – monitoring the contractual 
commitment of software services, including 
security.

Life cycle management (specification) – ensuring integrity in 
versioning, configuration and change management

SO Accounting – monitoring the business 
performance of services, including ROI.

Consistency of classification Monitoring usage of business rules

Conformance with SOA, reuse of standard components, patterns and 
contracts

Monitoring effectiveness of agility

Coordination of business rule implementation

Conformance with trust policies and architecture

Table 1: SOA Governance Framework
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